Interactive Workbook
INCLUDES 25 WATER
ACTIVITY IDEAS

Developed in partnership with childminder,
Chloe Webster, of Pebbles Childcare.

THE WATER PLAY EARLY
YEARS ACTIVITY GUIDE
Helping children learn about the world around them and the environment
helps provide a good basis for early childhood education. Water is the
lifeblood of the world, and for children, learning about water through sensory
and cognitive activities can be a valuable way to spend their time. Young
children are usually keen to learn and improve their understanding of the
world around them and the chance to gain new knowledge can be
incorporated into a variety of activities.
Using water for a number of early years play activities is , and we’ve teamed
up with childminder, Chloe Webster – of Pebbles Childcare – to bring you ‘The
Water Play Early Years Activity Guide’, which includes 25 Water Play Activity
Ideas for your children.
This easy-to-follow resource is laid out in a recipe-book format – with ‘what
you’ll need’ and the ‘method’ – and aims to inspire early years practitioners
and parents with fun-filled activities, that are perfect for facilitating children’s
learning throughout the year.
Chris Reid,
CEO and founder, Connect Childcare
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1. SENSORY SOUP
What you’ll need:
Tuff Spot or large bowl of water
Real flowers and petals
Sliced oranges
Glitter
Cups/Receptacles
Spoons
Jugs
Scissors

Method:
Provide warm water with sliced
oranges, flowers, petals and glitter
all in bowl. Arrange cups, spoons
and jugs on a nearby surface and
support children in mixing, adding,
cutting flowers and items to add to
and create their soup.

2. CAR WASH
What you’ll need:
Toy cars
Buckets
Mini sponges and clothes
Tea towels
Tuff spot
Chalk
Mini receptacles of soapy water

Method:
If using a tuff spot, separate tuff
spot into sections using chalk;
providing areas for washing cars,
rinsing them and drying them –
placing appropriate resources at
each station and setting up a car or
two in each area for children to
begin to work on to ‘clean’.
If no tuff spot, this can also be done
on a larger scale using children’s
kiddicars and ride-ons – just add
bigger buckets and sponges and
large drying cloths – chalk sections
can be outlined on patio!
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3. HERB STATION
What you’ll need:
A variety of herbs
Bowls of water
A table
Scissors
Spoons
Dishes

Whisks
Cups
Pestle and mortar

Method:
Arrange all items on/around the
table area and support and
supervise children as they cut,
chop, grind and combine
ingredients – talking about smells,
how the herbs differ in appearance
and learn their different names as
the children create and explore
freely.

4. PERFUME STATION
What you’ll need:
Mini spray bottles
Lightly coloured water (food colouring)
Jugs
Glitter
Flower petals
Funnels
Teaspoons

Method:
Arrange jugs of coloured water on
a table or surface, alongside a bowl
of petals and a small receptacle of
glitter. Support children in combing
and creating their own ‘perfume’
and pouring into a spray bottle and
‘spraying’, talk about smells,
appearance and their favourite
scents.
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5. POTIONS
What you’ll need:
Glass jars of
coloured water
Cooked spaghetti
Oil
Salt
Bicarbonate of soda
Water

Spoons
Receptacles
Lemon juice
Syringes

Method:
Arrange and provide all materials
and ingredients on a large table or
surface and let children’s
imaginations run wild as they freely
create talking about what their
potions do/the magic within them
as they mix and combine the
ingredients and talk about the
changes.

6. MUD KITCHEN MILKSHAKES
What you’ll need:
Mud
Cups/Plastic glasses
Spoons
Bubbly water
Whisks

Method:
Arrange all items on a long surface
(it doesn’t have to be a pre-built
mud kitchen!) and encourage and
support children as they combine
ingredients with mud to make their
own muddy milkshakes – extend by
creating milkshake shop talking
about flavours/money etc.
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7. BABY BATHS
What you’ll need:
Plastic dolls/babies
Baby bath
Large receptacle of water
Sponges
Towels

Method:
Demonstrate to children the
process of bathing a baby step by
step, before supporting them and
encouraging them to complete the
process themselves. To extend –
add in nappies and baby clothes
once dolls are dry to experiment
with control over fastenings.

8. FLOAT OR SINK EXPERIMENT
What you’ll need:
Large clear receptacle of water
Assortment of items on a tray that will
float and sink (children can choose these!)
Clipboard, pencil and paper for recording
results

Method:
Encourage each child to take an
item from the tray and guess
whether it will float or sink, each
child drops their object into the
water one at a time to test their
own ideas, then ‘records’ results on
clipboards.
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9. BALL RUN
What you’ll need:
Guttering
Guttering stands (or surfaces to lean
guttering against)
Plastic ball pit balls
Buckets of water
Jugs or pouring receptacles
Empty receptacle

Method:
Ask children to help set up the
guttering to create a large scale
marble run, prepare bucket of water
and balls at one end of their
construction and place empty bucket
at the end. Demonstrate to children
how to place balls into run and how
pouring water onto the run speeds up
the process of getting the balls to the
empty bucket at the end.

10. DUCK RACE
What you’ll need:
Bath ducks
Large receptacle of water

Method:
Ask each child to pick a duck
(number or identify them in some
way) and encourage children to
place ducks in water and explore
different ways of moving the water
to make the ducks race from one
end to another.
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11. BUBBLE FACTORY
What you’ll need:

Method:

A large tuff spot of soapy water
Plastic hoops
Small plastic frisbees (with holes in the
middle)

Demonstrate to the children how to
place their chosen ring inside the
bubble mixture in the tuff spot and to
slowly lift up to create giant bubbles of
their own!

12. CITRUS TABLE
What you’ll need:
Sliced and whole
lemons, limes and
oranges.
A grater/zester
Jars of water
Spoons
Child-friendly knives

Pestle and mortar
Cups
Jugs
Spoons

Method:
Arrange all items on a table/flat
surface and support/role-model
how to grate/chop/zest the citrus
fruits and to mix ingredients in
water.
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13. MAKING SOAP
What you’ll need:
Bars of soap
Jars
Graters/Zesters
Child-friendly knives
Jars of water
Flower petals

Method:

Arrange all objects and ingredients on
table or surface and demonstrate how
rubbing soap onto graters/zesters
provides soap shavings, support and
encourage children to mix shavings,
petals and water to create their own
soapy creations.

14. COLOUR MIXING
What you’ll need:
Small jars of food colouring
Pippettes/droppers
Teaspoons
Large jars of water

Method:

Arrange all objects on a table or
surface and explore colour mixing
with children as they use pipettes to
suck up food colouring and mix into
water to change colours, combining
and mixing colours as they go.
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15. FROZEN DINOSAUR RESCUE
What you’ll need:
A bowl, round surface of ice
Dinosaurs
Jugs of warm water
Small pot of salt
Teaspoons
Toy dinosaurs

Method:
When preparing activity ensure
some of the dinosaurs'
features/feet freeze in the ice.
Provide all items on top of the
frozen sheet of ice and encourage
children to explore the ingredients
and use them to ‘rescue’ the
dinosaurs from the ice.

16. MELT THE ICE RACE
What you’ll need:
Individual bowls of frozen water
Jugs of warm water
Small pot of salt
Teaspoons

Method:
Provide each child with their own
frozen shape of ice and encourage
children to use the ingredients and
race to see who can melt their
piece of ice the fastest.
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17. LIFE'S A BEACH
What you’ll need:
Sand
Shells
Water
Seaweed
Buckets
Spades
Tuff spots or deep tray

Method:
Use all items to create a beach
scene and encourage children to
mix the sand and water and see
how this changes the texture and
what they can then create with the
wet sand.

18. EMPTYING AND FILLING
What you’ll need:
Bowls of water
Buckets
Cups
Jugs
Funnels
Sieves

Spoons
Ladles
Bottles

Method:
Provide a range of bowls and
buckets full of water and arrange
rest of the objects around the
water and allow children to freely
explore and spend time
emptying/filling using a range of
different methods and materials,
introduce language such as ‘full’
‘empty’ ‘enough’ ‘too much’.
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19. MUDDY SWAMPS
What you’ll need:
Large tray or tuff spot
Mud
Spoons or shovels
Dinosaurs or animal figures
Water

Method:
Combine mud and water in large
tray or tuffspot and arrange figures
within the mixture and encourage
children to freely explore and use
their imagination as they develop a
narrative based on the set-up.

20. TEA PARTIES
What you’ll need:
Tea set; cups, saucers, teaspoons, sugar
bowls, milk jugs, teapots
Water
Tea bags

Method:
Arrange teabags in a pot and fill
teapots with water and allow
children to freely build and create
their own tea party set up using the
objects arranged on a table or
surface.
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21. HOT WHEELS WATER WAY
What you’ll need:
Guttering
Guttering stands
Large tuff spot or tray of water
Small cars or vehicles

Method:
Arrange guttering and guttering
stands so bottom of guttering rests
in or on the tuff spot or tray of
water.
Encourage children to place cars
down the guttering to make the
biggest splash as it reaches the
water at the bottom of the way.

22. WHIRLPOOLS
What you’ll need:
Large tray of soapy water
Hand-held whisks
Mini whisks
Forks

Method:
Demonstrate to children how to
use the tools to create whirlpools
within the water and then support
them in using them to create their
own.
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23. UNDER THE SEA
What you’ll need:
Sea animal figures
Shells
Blue coloured water
Tuff spot or tray
Seaweed

Method:
Create an under the sea theme and
add figures and shells and allow
children’s imagination to run wild
as they freely explore.

24. ELSA'S CASTLE
What you’ll need:
A bucket
Water
Small world figures
Tuff spot or tray
Flour

Method:
Pre-prepare a bucket of frozen
water and free from the bucket to
create an ice castle. Arrange flour
around the bottom of the tray and
add the castle to the middle of the
set up and arrange figures around
it.
Support children’s role play as they
introduce their own narrative.
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25. WATER RUN
What you’ll need:
Guttering
Guttering stands
Large buckets/bowls of water
Empty buckets and cups

Method:
Arrange guttering stands and
guttering so that water flows
quickly and freely along.
Encourage children to fill up their
cups with water at the beginning of
the run, pour into the guttering and
then race to the end to try and
catch the water in their cup as it
reaches the end.
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Here at foundations, we develop childcare software that improves the lives
of children, globally, but alongside our tech skills, we love teaming up with
industry professionals to bring useful resources to the early years sector
– it makes us extremely proud!
We hope you found some food for thought from the 30 activities within this
eBook. And if you’ve tried any out with your little ones, we’d love to see your
photos – you can tag us on Twitter by using @FoundationsHQ
Of course, we’d also like to say a massive thank you to Chloe Webster for
sharing her expertise within this guide.
-Want to find out more about Foundations and the nursery management
software solutions we offer?
Why not say ‘hi’ and contact our friendly team of experts?
Telephone: 01282 507 945
Email: hello@foundations.software

WWW.FOUNDATIONS.SOFTWARE
@FOUNDATIONS.SOFTWARE
@FOUNDATIONS.SOFTWARE
@FOUNDATIONSHQ
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